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Diffraction pattern calibration
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Plate negatives

λL = dhklRhkl

λ: e- wavelength (Å)
L: “camera length” (mm)

dhkl: plane spacing (Å)
Rhkl: spot spacing on negative (mm)

CCD camera: pixels calibrated in nm–1

(D/2)C = dhkl-1

D: diameter of ring (pixels)
C: calibration (nm–1 per pixel)

dhkl–1: reciprocal plane spacing (nm–1)

To calibrate: record SADP from a 
known standard – e.g. NiOx ring pattern
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Calibrating rotation
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To determine rotation between image and diffraction pattern, use following procedure.
Osiris: 90° rotation between image/diffraction pattern. Talos, Titan & JEOL: 180°

Optical axis

Electron source

Condenser lens

Specimen

Objective lens

Back focal plane/
diffraction plane

Intermediate lens

Projector lens

Diffraction

Intermediate 
image 1

Selected area
aperture

Use specimen with clear shape orientation 

Defocus diffraction pattern (diffraction focus/
intermediate lens) to image pattern above BFP

Diffraction spots now discs; in each disc there is an 
image (BF in direct beam, DF in diffracted beams

BF image (GaAs nanowire) Defocus SADP
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• Weiss zone law applies: 
hU + kV + lW = 0

• Angles between planes in real space = 
angle between their diffraction spots

• For indexing, choose two potential, non-
parallel planes(h1 k1 l1) and (h2 k2 l2).  
Then determine zone axis [U V W] as cross 
product: 
 
 

• Index two reflections that have correct plane 
spacings, making sure that angle between 
planes is correct

• Go from there using vectorial addition, choice 
of planes that are consistent with [U V W]

Given an SADP, how do we analyse it?
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Tutorial
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7.0 nm–1

4.95 nm–1
8.57 nm–1

35.2°

Fe (BCC)
a = 0.286 nm 
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Tutorial
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Fe (BCC)
a = 0.286 nm 

60°

4.95 nm–1

4.95 nm–1
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Tutorial
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3.06 nm–1

3.54 nm–1

5.00 nm–1

GaAs (zinc blende FCC)
a = 0.0.565 nm 
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Fitting by simulation
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Can use e.g. Stadelmann’s JEMS software 
to simulate diffraction patterns for known 

crystal structure(s), and fit to 
experimental data

JEMS can also do “active” fitting from 
measured reciprocal lattice spacings 

and angles


